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Peter Tillessen was in the Black Forest (Germany). He first studied Agronomics at Christian Albrecht Uni-
versity in Kiel and later Photography at F.A.M.U (Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts) 
in Prague and at ZHDK (Zurich University of the Arts) in Zurich. After a decade of commercial photogra-
phy, he returned to his artistic endeavours in 2012.
He currently lives and works in Zurich and Loco, Ticino.
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A Music Projects

Peter Tillessen is obviously not concerned with dissonance for the sake of dissonance, not with the affir-
mation of noise as promoted by the historical Futurists, not with the tutti of „free” collective improvisation 
that still follows countless strict rules (rules of events and perception). For his experimental arrangements 
with charts-tested pop music (quite close to the ecstatic of the celebrated dissolution of boundaries through 
repetition) he has chosen a place of habit and familiarity, where all participants can intuitively or delibera-
tely practice observation and self-observation from moment to moment and localize their point of focus in a 
varying depth of field.
Clemens Krümmel



Whatever
2018

Live performance
2-channel projection video, HD, 16/9, B/W, 1h 03’
3 silk-screen printings, 42 x 59,4 cm
62 Laserprints, 21 x 29,7 cm

with Becky Lee Walters (guitar, vocals) and Milian Zerzawy (guitar, vocals)

The structure of the performance arranged by Peter Tillessen and titled Whatever seems impressively simple: 
a male and a female musician are sitting on a stage, playing the guitar for accompaniment and singing two 
songs; they don‘t do this successively, but simultaneously (...)
Musical puzzles with great power of fascination emerge within the artfully arranged coexistence of two diffe-
rent works in the same space-time (...) 
Peter Tillessen constructs events whose complex preconditions include the fact that in pop music there are in-
ternalized conventions of production - genre-typical patterns that sneak into the habitual state through endless 
repetition - and of reception - degrees of mental and physical immersion and identification, which can interact 
with the irritations he has staged by doubling and superimposition or overlapping. It is only through the 
reference to the well-known and the presentation of the regular that deviation manifests itself in a meaningful 
way; the rule justifies the exception. The irritation we are talking about here is anything but arbitrary; Tillessen 
deliberately places it at certain points between production and reception. It is not aimed at brute dissonance, 
its language is rather that of a subtle difference that demands presence of mind and possibly promotes it (...)
Whoever experiences Peter Tillessen‘s quodlibets does not only encounter the possibility of meditation on the 
medium of pop songs, cannot only get to know his or her own perception better through the surprisingly plea-
surable experience of their deficiency: he or she also participates in the superimposition of a structural-analy-
tical confrontation with inter-subjective and social differences, which, among other things, makes the inherent 
addiction to harmony of everyday music consumption as tangible as with hands (...)
Clemens Krümmel

In 2019 Spector Books will publish a book and a record about this project. The radio station WDR will 
dedicate a two-hour program to it.

WATCH

https://www.tillessen.info/


Wooden Heart
2017

Video, HD, 16/9, colour, 2’17”
Three chairs, harpsichord mechanics, guitar strings

with Jocelyn Marchington, Jonathan Brantschen, Joschi Herczeg (all guitar and vocals)

During his six-month artist residency in Genoa, Peter Tillessen draws incessantly to capture ideas on paper 
as fast as they come to mind. Wooden Heart is based on one of these drawings, which depicts a chair that 
is also a guitar. The sketch leads to an installation with three chair guitars without a guitar neck, but strings 
in different places to strole three distinct chords (most pop songs are composed using only three chords). 
The installation functions as a sculpture, a performance and also a video, when the artist trio JocJonJosch 
interprets the three-chord song Wooden Heart by Elvis Presley.

 



Einsam mit oder ohne Dich
2017

2-channel projection video, HD, 16/9, colour, 4’03”

with Domi Chansorn (guitar, vocals, sound), Reto Gaffuri (bass), Paul Amereller (drums)

This video work presents the same band twice, playing two different pieces of music on the same day in 
the same set-up. One video shows the song With or Without You by U2, the other So Lonely by The Police. 
The audience, experiences both videos presented on two opposite walls at the same time thus acoustically 
recognises the two famous hits and at the same time discover the sound quality of the quodlibet, which 
occurs between the two videos.

  

WATCH

https://www.tillessen.info/128


Algo
2013 – 2019
work in progress

9 vinyl singles, cardboard sleeves, ballpen on cardboard
wood, 9 suitcase record players

with Suzanne Eustace (voice), Mark McKay (voice), Peter Tillessen (guitar, vocals) 
sleeve design: Elektrosmog

Algo, a work that began in 2013 and continues to evolve ever since, was first presented to the audience in 
Zurich’s Helmhaus as an interactive installation with nine suitcase record players from the 50s, 60s and 
70s. The audience was free to separately or simultaneously play vinyl singles and thus overlay sounds and 
melodies by themselves. Peter Tillessen develops these concepts and interprets them himself or invites 
musicians and actors to make their own interpretations or Tillessen samples existing historical recordings.

1) A seeming „cover” of the last Beatles single Let It Be/You Know My Name from 1970. In reality Tillessen 
writes new harmonies and melody lines to these songs and interprets them himself.

2) A single about record crackling. Based on John Cage’s 4’33” you hear four minutes and 33 seconds of 
record crackling on the A-side and a correspondingly long – still crackling – silence on the B-side.

3) Two songs from The Police share one album page. On the right channel is Be My Girl (1978) on the left 
channel Deathwish (1979). On the B-side there is silence of equal length.

4) On each side of the record one prelude and one fugue in the same key from The Well-Tempered Clavier 
by J.S. Bach are brought together. The prelude can be heard on the right channel and the fugue on the left.

5) The Prelude in F-major by J.S. Bach shares a record in two historical recordings of the two pianists with 
the similar names Glenn Gould and Friedrich Gulda. Both pianists need exactly fifty-eight seconds for their 
recordings. On the right channel plays Gould, on the left Gulda. On the B-side of the record you can hear 
silence of equal length.

6) On the A-side of the record all preludes of The Well-Tempered Clavier by J.S. Bach are mixed together 
– on the B-side all fugues. Since all twelve keys (in both major and minor) will sound at the same time, the 
maximum experience of occident music dissonance is experienced. The polyphonic thunderstorm dissolves 
– as in Györgi Ligeti‘s Poème Symphonique for 100 Metronomes – over the course of time into more and 
more filigree and tonal sound structures.

7) A man and a woman tell jokes at the same time, the man on the right, the woman on the left channel. The 
punch lines fall at the same moment.

8) On the A-side you can hear both the American and the Panamanian national anthem as a quodlibet. On 
the B-side there is silence of equal length.

9) Peter Tillessen interprets the two Italian classics O sole mio and Mi par d’udir ancora on the rotten water 
supply system of Studio Zurigo in Genoa.
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https://www.tillessen.info/094a
https://www.tillessen.info/103
https://www.tillessen.info/111


Shopping
2017

Live performance, 1h 15’
12” vinyl record, 10 songs for guitar and vocals
1 Video, HD, 16/9, colour, 4’47”
guitar, vocals, turntable - Peter Tillessen

Referencing the lead singer of Talking Heads David Byrne who commented on how „writing songs is like 
getting groceries or doing laundry”1 Peter Tillessen decides to write songs himself. He also recalls that 
Serge Gainsbourg created an entire album for Isabelle Adjani in only one night, and accepts the challenge 
of compiling an album of ten pieces within the same time-span. This endeavour leads to an album and a 
concert at the Zurich Helsinki Klub, where Tillessen performs the newly composed songs in front of an 
audience.

1 Byrne, David: How Music Works, San Francisco: McSweeney‘s, 2012



Pan Am
2016

Sound installation, stereo, 2’29”, (the track plays in intervals of 10 minutes)
Double-sided painting, acrylic paint on MDF, 65 x 50 cm
Double layer risograph print, 29,7 x 42 cm

with Rosa Elvira Sierra (soprano), John Uhlenhopp (tenor) and Basler Streichquartett

During the tax and political scandal of the Panama Papers, artists are invited to present their own works 
related to current day politics at the Ethnological Museum of the City of Zurich, which is showing an exhibi-
tion on the Mola culture in Panama. Peter Tillessen accepts the invitation by making comparisons between 
the national anthems (and national flags) of the United States of America and Panama.

In a sound installation he combines the two national anthems, whose verses surprisingly follow almost 
identical harmonies. On behalf of the artist, a string quartet plays the harmonic structure, over which a 
North American opera singer and a Central American opera singer simultaneously perform their respective 
national anthems – a perfect quodlibet.

In another installation, Peter Tillessen paints two variations of an amalgam of the two national flags in a 
picture painted on both sides (of which only one side is visible to the audience).

LISTEN

https://www.tillessen.info/118


    

Big Black Bug Bear
2015

2-channel projection video, HD, 16/9, B/W, 3’12”

with Daniel Camille Bentz (vocals) and Phil Hayes (voice)

Big Black Bug Bear is a video featuring an opera singer, shot with two cameras from two different angles, 
singing the English tongue twister A big black bug bit a big black bear, but the big black bear bit the big 
black bug back! to a tune from George Frederic Handel’s oratorio Messiah. Peter Tillessen removes the 
original soundtrack and asks an actor to perform the same words lip-synced in his spoken voice: a bizarre 
sense of alienation arises between the visual and the acoustic signal – as if the interpreter was stammering 
or had trouble articulating clearly.
 

WATCH

https://www.tillessen.info/105


B Photographic Projects

The particularity of Peter Tillessen’s photographic work since his early career lies in its intention to willingly 
disappoint the public’s expectations, a public eager to discover remarkable, artistically executed photo-
graphs.
Joerg Bader



Superficial Images
2006 - 2019
work in progress

Archival inkjet prints, sizes variable

The deeply subversive nature of this work lies in its act of naming. It is through the captions and titles of his 
photographic series that Peter Tillessen generates a real sense of confusion (...) Getting images to talk, in a 
way we have never „heard” them before. Imputing things to his photos in order to escalate the ambiguity of 
the images to a critical point. This is a main artery in Tillessen’s work: getting to the heart of the relationship 
that we have with pictures. That is to say, you either have faith or you don’t. 
While Tillessen’s working method may at first sight seem highly random, the overall effect appears extremely 
calculated, following a secret logic that is probably unique to the artist. His working methods can thus also be 
seen as a constant attempt to silence the punctum or, conversely, to have it operate at full throttle.
Joerg Bader 

Superficial Images is the most recent result of this work. It is interesting to see how Tillessen arranges the 
interplay between individual photographs, the constellation of images on the page, captions, and different 
principles of repetition. In this play there is no centre anymore, there are no subservient elements, only con-
stellations. The captions don’t submit to the images: often they don’t offer the viewers any kind of assistance; 
sometimes they spread confusion more than they explain. Maybe the humour in these books arises from this 
very ambivalence: as viewers we regard every image caption as a servant, but in Superficial Images for some 
reason the servants turn on the threshold and pursue their own, anarchic agendas; we can go along with 
them, or not. 
Jan Wenzel 

Beyond the comedy, there’s something intensely liberating about this work. It’s not just that it pokes fun at the 
pompous seriousness of so much of fine-art photography. It also uses photography in exactly the kinds of way 
we often wouldn’t even consider. There are a lot of pictures to be found all around us, and even the shitty ones 
might tell us something – if, and only if – we approach them with a different mindset. 
Joerg Colberg

Man reading a Philip Roth novel and woman reading a bus schedule

WATCH

https://www.tillessen.info/superficialimages


Ofenpass / Ofenpass Simulacrum
2016

Offset print, 177 x 145 cm, edition: 6’000 pcs. 
Folded inkjet print, 177 x 145 x 80 cm, wood

Finally, Tillessen picks up on perhaps the most important subject for artists today, by taking the same picture 
as Andreas Gursky on Ofenpass in 1994, which he also offers in large format, but for a bargain in an edition 
of 6000. He asks: How do we efficiently intervene for a better future, rather than complimenting the status 
quo with the production of artificially scarce goods for the select few?
Katharina Holdenegger

In 2012 Tillessen took pictures of the Ofenpass with exactly the same lens, at the same time of year and using 
the same light and framing as Andreas Gursky had done in his 1994 views of the same scene. Gursky is the 
master artist who commanded the highest price for a photograph by any living artist. For the exhibition at the 
Centre de la photographie Genève six thousand colour offset prints were produced of this almost unaltered 
landscape and in conjunction with the Migros wholesale distributor they were put on sale for one Swiss franc. 
With this initiative the artist not only asks who a landscape „belongs to” but also subverts the market laws 
pertaining to photography with limited distribution favouring a few prosperous people. In other words, he 
resurrects the utopian notion of the endlessly reproducible photographic artwork.
Joerg Bader

 

Andreas Gursky, Ofenpass (from reproduction)

Peter Tillessen, Ofenpass



Project No. 116
2016

3 folded archival inkjet prints, 66 x 45 cm, glas plates

In these seascapes, the lower edge of the wall separates the sea from the sky at right angle. This simple 
intervention continues those older photographic works that the artist created several years ago to give 
back their third dimension to two-dimensional photographs with simple means of tinkering (for example, 
cameras, copies of Plato’s Republic, or the buildings on the reverse side of US dollar bills got re-three-di-
mensionalized by the artist).



Spotting
2013

9 B/W ink jet prints, pen, pencil, glaze, aquarell, security glass, A4

Time and again Peter Tillessen deals with the devastating effects of the fossil fuel industry on life on earth. 
In this work, he manipulates the surfaces of nine identical photographs of the headquarters of Royal Dutch 
Shell by inserting nine different white bird silhouettes. What may at first be reminiscent of Picasso’s pigeon 
or bird protection stickers on glass buildings at the same time evokes associations with the infinite suffering 
of the bird world in connection with the devastation of the fossil fuel industry. In a second step, Tillessen 
works on the white bird silhouettes by means of analogue, historical photography retouching techniques, 
almost completely making them disappear and at the same time creating idiosyncratic chimeras between 
photography and drawing. On closer inspection, however, you can still see the birds - no matter how hard 
you try to cover them up: they are still there.



C Other Projects



Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris, 2018

Eco Therapy (performance)
2018

performance, duration: 21 days
1 plastic plate, 20 x 10 cm  

Do you also think that this summer is terribly hot? Does climate change disquiet you? Or do you prefer to 
simply not think about it? Are you a climate sceptic? Do you sometimes feel guilty or impotent when it comes 
to the ecological crisis? Do you also think that environmental questions are incredibly difficult and complex? 
Then come to eco therapy. New. Free. By appointment only.
Peter Tillessen (Cité Internationale des Arts newsletter)

For three weeks, Peter Tillessen had attached an official sign of an eco-therapist to the door of his artist‘s 
residence at the Cité des Arts in Paris (Niels Pete Lester, simply an anagram of his name). In addition, he 
published the announcement over the internal distribution channels of the Cité. However no one responded 
to the performance, nobody came by or made an appointment. „We know that we have to act, but we do 
not do anything – a behaviour that can only be described as pathological and highly neurotic”, says Tilles-
sen, who once again has to realise how people deny the existential threat to life on earth.



Cap And Trade
2018

7 digital drawings, A4, charbon on paper, framed

Politicians are trying in vain to get a grip on global carbon dioxide emissions through emissions trading. 
Peter Tillessen transfers this concept to the art world, which is also characterized by waste and overpro-
duction. If a buyer buys his certificates, Tillessen will receive money, but must in return refrain from the 
production of e.g. ten drawings, four photographs or one video. The true ecological secret lies in non-pro-
duction or in negative work.
The certificates shown in Paris were printed with a plotter whose charcoal smudges druing the course of 
the printing process, making them more and more diffuse and illegible.



Southsouthwest Chair
2017

1 chair, maple nut, pig leather, matt varnish, 47 x 62 x 84 cm
1 archival inkjet print, framed, 35 x 27 cm
1 video, HD, 9 h 17’

Again engaged in the transformation of three-dimensional space into two-dimensional images (and in 
reverse), Peter Tillessen chooses an early chair by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe to draw his outline with a 
sailboat into the sea and record the voyage via GPS. He sets sail and navigates nine hours in the Baltic Sea 
to complete the Nautical Drawing. While he can hold the course relatively precisely with a tailwind or cross-
wind, he is forced to cross into headwinds. The challenge equals a performance, and the resulting GPS 
track is not as smooth as it‘s original template. Returning to his studio, Tillessen re-three-dimensionalizes 
the track and then re-creates it in the materials of Mies’ original chair – walnut wood and leather – creating 
a fourth dimension of the chair that Plato had not considered in his theory of ideas.
In addition to the unique piece of the Southsouthwest Chair there is a nine-hour video of the performance, 
in which the wake of the boat is shown during the entire journey.

WATCH

http://media.tillessen.info/SSW.mp4


Cial Drawings
2013 -2019
work in progress

various drawings, A4, pencil on paper

For Peter Tillessen, drawing corresponds to his need for immediacy. He thus escapes the constraints of 
reality which he confronts daily in his dealings with photography and video. There are no restrictions, every 
conceivable idea can be put on paper in a fast and unfiltered way. He refrains from any self-censorship 
and works quickly and impulsively. He applies maximum pressure on the pencil, in order to exclude any 
hesitation to get as swiftly as possible from the idea to the line. His themes range from sketches for artistic 
projects to abstract motifs to humour and profound reflections of a philosophical or political nature.
238 of these drawings were published in 2017 by Spector Books under the title Cial Drawings.



D Exhibition Views
 



Whatever (performance), Klub Helsinki, Zurich, 2018, photo: Anne Morgenstern

Cap and Trade, Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris, 2018

Superficial Images, Hôtel de Ville, Paris, 2018, curators: Anna Planas, Pierre Hourquet, Fannie Escoulen

Little Boys Luminous Legacies, Lothringer13, Munich, 2019, curators: Daniel Bürkner and Jörg Koopmann



Ofenpass, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, 2016, curator: Joerg BaderEinsam mit oder ohne Dich, Helmhaus, Zurich, 2017, curator: Daniel Morgenthaler

Algo, Werk- und Atelierstipendien, Helmhaus, Zurich, 2017Project No. 116, he.ro, Amsterdam, 2018, curator: Alfredo Cramerotti



Ofenpass Simulacrum, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, 2016, curator: Joerg Bader

Cial Drawings, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, 2016, curator: Joerg Bader

Oh, wie schön ist Panama!, Völkerkundemuseum, Zurich, 2016; curators: Livio Baumgartner and Andreas Heusser

Spotting, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, 2016, curator: Joerg Bader



Project No. 114, Project 175, Zurich, curator: Adam Thompson



 E Publications



40 years of nuclear fission, Kodoji Press, 2012
17 x 23 cm, 96 pages, 96 B/W plates

with a text by Peter Tillessen

Superficial Images, Spector Books, 2016
24 x 29 cm, hardcover, 300 pages, 316 colour plates
with texts by Ian Jeffrey, Joerg Bader and Jan Wenzel

Cial Drawings, Spector Books, 2016
A4, 242 pages, 238 drawings and 2 B/W plates, risograph prints

cover design: Elektrosmog

Shopping, 2017
12” vinyl record, 10 songs for guitar and vocals

with Heinz Rohrer and Christina Tuggener



Gold, Lars Müller Publishers, 2000
13 x 17 cm, hardcover, 348 pages, 220 colour plates

with a text by Ulf Erdmann Ziegler

Oil, Kodoji Press, 2010
A4, softcover, 20 pages, 18 colour plates

Dictators, Kodoji Press, 2012
13 x 17 cm, 24 pages, 23 B/W plates



Peter Tillessen Geroldstr. 5 +41 76 398 09 94
* 1969 Black Forest, Germany 8005 Zurich peter@tillessen.info
 Switzerland www.tillessen.info

Education
 1998 ZHDK, Zurich, Photography
 1995 FAMU, Prague, Photography
 1993 Christian Albrecht Universität, Kiel, Agronomics

Exhibitions * denotes solo shows
 2019 Little Boys Luminous Legacies, Lothringer13, Munich, curator: Jörg Koopmann
 2018 Bone Performance Art Festival, Bern, CH, curator: Sibylle Omlin and San Keller
  B for Music, Stadtgalerie Bern, CH, curator: San Keller
  Photographier Paris, Hôtel de Ville, Paris, FR, curators: Fannie Escoulen, Pierre Hourquet and Anna Planas
  * Against Nature, Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris, FR
  Ideal-Types, He.ro, Amsterdam, NL, curator: Alfredo Cramerotti
  * Whatever, Klub Helsinki, Zurich, CH 
 2017 Eine Ausstellung für Dich, Helmhaus, Zurich, CH, curator: Daniel Morgenthaler
  Werk- und Atelierstipendien, Helmhaus, Zurich, CH
  Repliques, Musée des beaux-arts, La Chaux-de-fonds, CH, curator: Gabriel Umstätter
  Biennale of humour and satire, Gabrovo, Bulgaria, BG, curator: Margarita Dorovska
  artgenève, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, CH, curator: Joerg Bader
  * Shopping, Klub Helsinki, Zurich, CH
 2016 Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
  Softening the Margin, Project 175, Zurich, CH, curator: Adam Thompson
  * Superficial Projects, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, CH, curator: Joerg Bader
  * Situation #53, Fotomuseum Winterthur, CH, curator: Thomas Seelig
  Oh, wie schön ist Panama!, Völkerkundemuseum, Zurich, CH, curators: L. Baumgartner, A. Heusser 
 2015  Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
  Das Fotobuch und seine Autoren, Swiss National Library, Bern, CH, curators: S. Bieri, N. Dietschy
  Accadrá domani, Museo Marino Marini, Florence, IT, curator: Gregorio Magnani
 2014  Everything is about to happen, Artists Space, New York City, US, curator: Gregorio Magnani
 2013  Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
  Falsefakes, Centre de la Photographie, Geneva, CH, curator: Joerg Bader 
  * Not And, Galleria 44, Genova, IT, curator: Paolo Saccheri
 2012  Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
  * 40 years of nuclear fission, Corner College, Zurich, CH, curator: Stefan Wagner 
  Promenadologues, Cneai, Chatou, FR, curators: Sylvie Boulanger, Jing He
  Werkbeiträge Kanton Zurich, F+F, Zurich, CH
  Werk- und Atelierstipendien, Helmhaus, Zurich, CH 
  Wo Wirtschaft spielt, Stilwerk, Hamburg, DE, curator: Stefan Ostermeier
 2011  Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
  Zwischenlager, Helmhaus, Zurich, CH, curators: Andreas Vogel, Ian Anüll
 2010 Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
  Boxenstop, Kulturtankstelle, Döttingen, CH, curator: Ruedi Neff
  * Contra di Contra (with Cat Tuong Nguyen), Museum Bärengasse, Zurich, CH 
  Thanks for sharing, Galerie d21, Leipzig, DE
 2009 Catch Of The Year, Dienstgebäude, Zurich, CH, curator: Andreas Marti
 2008 (Not) a photograph, Obalne galerije, Piran, SI, curator: Vasja Nagy
  The language of Humour, Soga Gallery, Bratislava, SK, curator: Joschi Herczeg
 2005 Migration, Toniareal, Zurich, CH, curator: Tiberio Cardu
  * Bitumen, Weissraum, Zurich, CH 
 2004 The Lucky Number, ausstellungsraum25, Zurich, CH, curator: Meta Kenworthy-Ball  
  Werkbeiträge Kanton Zurich, F+F, Zurich, CH, 
  Interferences, Galeri Image Center for Fotografi, Aarhus, DK, curator: Urs Stahel

  Was macht die Küche nachts im Sonnenstudio? SieMatic, Zurich, CH, curators: I. Vogel and N. Pocuca
  The Selection Photo Award, EWZ, Zurich, CH
 2003 Annäherungen an die Wirklichkeit, Schloss Bonndorf, DE, curator: Jürgen Glocker
  Not Neutral, Grey Art Gallery, New York, US, curator: Urs Stahel    
  Nosotros y el mundo que nos rodea, Sala del Canal de Isabel II, Madrid, ES, curator: Urs Stahel
  Asche, Feuerwehrgarage, Lauffenburg, DE
 2002 Zeitgenössische Fotokunst aus der Schweiz, Städtische Galerie, Villingen-Schwenningen, 
  Museum Bochum, Hallescher Kunstverein, Neuer Berliner Kunstverein, DE, curator: Urs Stahel
 2000 The Selection Photo Award, EWZ, Zurich, CH
  * Gold (with Jules Spinatsch), Galerie Ars Futura, Zurich, CH
 1998 VfG Nachwuchspreis, Nikon Image Gallery, Zurich, CH
  Couvrir/Decouvrir, Musée Ariane, Geneva, CH
  * Die Welt ist schön, Industrie- und Handelskammer, Würzburg, DE
  Schweizer Diplomarbeiten 1998, Design Center Langenthal, CH 
 1997 Essen, ZHDK, Zurich, CH, curator: Thomas Weski
  Wuthering Heights, Hermann zeigt sich ..., Zurich, CH 
 1996 * tak tak (with Judith Affolter), message salon, Zurich, CH, curator: Esther Eppstein

Books and Publications  * denotes monographic publications
 2018 Photographier Paris, catalogue
 2017 * Shopping, vinyl record
  Repliques, Replicas, Repliken, catalogue
 2016 * Superficial Images, Spector Books, book 
  * Cial Drawings, Spector Books, book
  Oh, wie schön ist Panama, catalogue
 2014 * Carved Gold, Kodoji Press, edition
   The Photography Book (2nd Edition), Phaidon Press, book
 2013 50 JPG, catalogue
 2012  * 40 Jahre Kernspaltung, Kodoji Press, book
  * Dictators, Kodoji Press, zine
 2010 * Oil, Kodoji Press, zine
 2008 The Language of Humour, catalogue
 2007 Photography, Made in Zurich, Scheidegger & Spiess, book
 2004 Interferences, Contemporary Swiss Photography, catalogue
  The Selection 2003, Schwabe, catalogue
 2003 Not neutral, catalogue
  Nosotros y el mundo que nos rodea, catalogue
 2002 Zeitgenössische Fotokunst aus der Schweiz, catalogue
 2000 * Gold, Lars Muller Publishers, book
  Material Nr. 3, magazine
   The Selection 1999, Schwabe, catalogue

Awards and Honors
 2017 Artist Residency Paris, Stadt Zürich
 2016 Sélection d‘Artistes, Binding Stiftung
 2014  Artist Residency Berlin, Kanton Zürich
  Photo Book Support, Pro Helvetia
 2012  Artist Residency Genova, Stadt Zürich
 2004 Werkbeitrag, Kanton Zürich 
 2003 Artist Residency, Stadt Lauffenburg
 2000 The Selection, VfG
 1999 Nachwuchspreis, VfG
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